
What is a Zine?

The exact origins of the word "zine"are uncertain, but most likely it is a shortened version  
of  the word "Magazine”.  It's  a  self-produced magazine which is  written in  a  variety of 
formats. From 5x5cm up to A4 and they may contain from 4 up to 100 pages.
Normally there is one original  “zine”,  which is reproduced in an easy way,  usually via 
photocopier.

Zines  are a possibility to create your own media, to raise your voice. They are in opposite  
to the mass media which normally don't  represent  the interests of  individuals.  Though 
zines are an alternative to the mainstream and used to criticise and are a protest against 
mass media, which are censurised politically or culturally.
Especially women and girls took the chance to use some form  of media and distribute 
their own themes, interests and stories. 
Zines have a therapeutic  potential,  because conflicts,  topics,  reasons are  named and 
treated creatively. A space gets created, in which experiences, thoughts and ideas can be 
exchanged and the process of  creation is exciting and creates new impulses.

A Zine has most commonly a small circulation. One definition says the circulation must be 
5,000 or less, although in practice the majority are produced in editions of less than 1,000 
examplars.
Profit is not the primary intent of publication, but generally the producing and the topic 
itself. Some acting persons say that a zine always should be distributed for free.

There are different types of zines existing, depending on the theme or methods.
There are fanzines from science fiction fans who change stories, egozines which treat 
about individual themes, art zines, comic zines, or theme zines. Publicated in the internet  
they are calles e-zines.
Zines by girls are called Grrl-zines, because Grrl is the rebellious term for girl. 
Sometimes a zine is so popular that it's going to be a magazine, like for example “Missy”  
or “Anschläge”.

History:

1930 science fiction magazines became a lot  of  letters by frustrated fans detailing the 
impossibilities of their science fiction stories. This caused fans to begin writing to each 
other. The fans started to  exchange their own stories. These booklets were called fan-
magazines or shortened fanzines.
1970 the Punk movement evolved, the number of zines increased. More and more zines 
got artistically, for example with drawings or collages.
In 1990 the Riot Grrl Movement started, which distributed Zines with feminist topics like 
gender role, sexisms, or discrimination.

What is important in making a Zine:

– every one works on her own or within a group
– create a page (foramt A5)
– you can put your name on the page
– the margin has to be  1cm
– the copies are black and white – reproduced via fotocopier, so don't choose dark 

pictures



– normally there is no censorship, everybody is free to do what she wants -  the only 
exception is, that we are in a group, and if one member can't accept one opinion, it 
has to be discussed within the group

– the  cover  will  be  made  by  the  whole  group,  it  contains  title,  date,  place  of 
production, name of the group 

– it  is  important  to  decide  if  the  zine  can  be  handed  out  to  other  people,  if  it's 
dispensed, are the makers allowed to copy the zine themselves, etc.

– the most important thing is having fun, curiosity depending the production

Materials

staves,  scissors,  glue,  paper,  magazines,  newspapers,  rulers,  old  typewriter,  digital 
cameras, computers, printer, internet


